Information flow control on the Internet is a desirable feature when it comes to content such as neo-Nazi propaganda, child pornography, or material showing extreme violence or crimes. In order to provide for a flexible control of information flow on the Internet, we present the pattern system InFO (short for: Information Flow Ontology). InFO provides a common support for different enforcing systems such as routers, proxies, or name servers by abstracting from existing as well as possible future regulation types. Thus, unlike existing solutions, InFO provides information flow control on the Internet-layer, transport-layer, as well as application-layer. In addition, InFO allows for linking the technical implementation of a flow control policy with a human-readable representation including its legal background (law) and organizational motivation (code of conduct). Besides a detailed description of the pattern system, we also provide various examples demonstrating the practical applicability of InFO. InFO has been implemented for name servers, routers, as well as application-level proxy servers. Its source code is available to the public.
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1. Introduction

In principle, anyone can access the content on the Internet from anywhere. In some cases it is desirable to control the information flow and limit “the actions or operations that a user can perform” [1]. For example, Germany regulates accessing neo-Nazi material due to its history [2]. Other content such as child abuse images is prohibited and considered illegal in almost any country. Besides these examples, there are many other cases where such regulations are desired or even needed [3]. However, a comprehensive approach which addresses the issues related to information flow control on the Internet does not exist yet.
Existing solutions like traditional access control [4, 5] determine who can access the content from where, how often, and under which costs. Access to the content is granted by the content provider via user authentication [1]. Thus, access control relies on explicit user accounts which are known prior to the regulating system. However, this does not address the scenario of regulating access to particular Internet content where users are anonymous and/or the content providers have no interest in restricting access to its content such as in the case of neo-Nazi propaganda. Access control can only be implemented at the content providing nodes. It does not foresee the control of information flow using intermediary communication nodes such as routers or name servers. However, such a feature is required in order to prevent access to material that is regarded illegal in some jurisdiction such as neo-Nazi propaganda. Another approach is policy-based network management [6, 7, 8] where information flow control is implemented on the Internet- and transport-layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model [9] such as routers and switches. However, policy-based network management does not consider information flow control on the application-layer [9] like name servers and application-level proxy servers. In summary, the solutions followed so far do not address the control of information flow on intermediary nodes between arbitrary server and client nodes or they are focused on lower levels of the OSI model.

This paper proposes InFO (short for: Information Flow Ontology) as a unifying approach to information flow control that can be applied on the intermediary nodes between a server and a client. It supports not only on the Internet-layer and transport-layer but also on the application-layer of the OSI model. In addition, InFO provides support for different technical implementations of access control located at different types of enforcing communication nodes, i.e., routers, name servers, and application-level proxy servers [10, 11, 12]. InFO consists of a set of ontology design patterns [13]. Ontology design patterns are similar to design patterns in software engineering [14] and provide a generic modeling solution to a recurring modeling problem [13]. Each pattern of InFO implements a different feature for information flow control on the Internet that distinguishes it from the other patterns. However, the patterns are not just a collection of independent ontology design patterns. Rather, the patterns of InFO are designed to be used together. In software engineering, such a set of related patterns is called a pattern system [15].

In summary, the contributions made in this paper by InFO are:

- Providing common support for different enforcing systems (routers, name servers, and application-level proxy servers) operating on intermediate communication nodes between a server and a client. Thus, there is one model for different technical implementations of flow control on the Internet. In addition, by its pattern-based design InFO is prepared for incorporating possible future regulation types.
- As different existing technical implementations of flow control are represented using the same common language model, they can be compared with each other and checked if they implement the same high-level policy (e.g., law or code of conduct) in the same way. This is an important feature as access providers often interpret laws differently which results in different flow control implementations [16].
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- A human-readable representation can be linked with the technical implementation, which allows for simple lookups why and how a specific policy has been implemented.
- A unified approach to information flow control on the Internet that can be applied not only on the Internet-layer and transport-layer but also on the application-layer of the OSI model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The need for information flow control on the Internet using InFO is motivated in the subsequent section by an example computer network with nodes distributed over several countries. The requirements to InFO are discussed in Section 3. The pattern-based design of InFO is described in Section 4. Its extension towards more specific ontologies for routers, name servers, and application-level proxies is presented in Section 5. To demonstrate the practical applicability of InFO, a prototypical implementation and application of InFO for a name server, a router, and an application-level proxy is described in Section 6. The related work in the areas of access control, flow control, and usage control is extensively discussed and compared with InFO in Section 7, before the paper is concluded.

2. Example Computer Network

Computer networks consist of communication end nodes such as servers and clients as well as intermediary communication nodes like routers and application-level proxy servers. An example network connecting various communication nodes located in the USA, Germany, and Saudi Arabia is depicted in Fig. 1. Each country has its own national network which includes smaller subnetworks such as the access provider (AP) networks. AP networks again contain several routers as well as name servers and possibly also application-level proxy servers. End users access the Internet through their AP network in their country. For example, the US client resides within the USA while the DE client is located in Germany. The example network consists of several web servers, each operated by a content provider. The web servers can be accessed by any user from any country. Regulations of information flow in the network can in principle be implemented on routers, name servers, and application-level proxy servers [10, 11, 12]. Routers are able to regulate communication by dropping IP packets. Application-level proxy servers can control the flow of information by filtering the accessed URLs and evaluating the content of web-pages. Name servers can restrict the access to a web server by returning a wrong IP address or none at all. Subsequently, the example network depicted in Fig. 1 is described in more detail.

A communication channel can be established between every user of any country and every web server. The Internet access providers of the users are able to regulate such an establishment [16], since they operate in the same country as their users reside in. They are not only familiar with the laws that the users must abide by law and are required to enforce them (i). Although they are required to enforce the same laws (ii), access providers often interpret these laws differently which results in different flow control implementations [16]. Even if the access providers reside in different countries, they often have to implement transnational laws such as EU directives. Depending on the country where the
user lives in, access to particular websites may be either legal or illegal (iii). For example, pornographic content may be legally accessible by German and US users over a specific age\(^a\), but not by Saudi Arabians. Access to neo-Nazi propaganda is legal in the USA and Saudi Arabia but not in Germany according to §86 of the German Criminal Code \[17\]. Finally, weather information provided by a weather server can be accessed by users of all three countries (iv).

As outlined above, information flow control can be enforced at three different types of network nodes \[16\], namely routers, application-level proxy servers, and name servers (v). The example network provides different instances of these enforcing communication nodes. Each node type requires specific content identifiers such as IP addresses, domain names, or URLs (vi). Collecting such identifiers differs from country to country and is either done by the access providers or by third parties which are authorized by the country’s government (vii). In Saudi Arabia, all content identifiers are collected and managed centrally by the King Abdulaziz City for Science & Technology (KACST) \[18\]. The USA does not have such a central institution. Instead, the identifiers of the regulated web content are collected and managed decentrally by private parties such as Internet access providers \[19\]. In Germany, there is a hybrid situation with central assignments to the Federal Criminal Police Office (Bundeskriminalamt, short: BKA) centrally collecting content identifiers and delivering them to the access providers \[20\]. In addition, several court decisions have required German access providers to manage content identifiers themselves in order to block

\(^a\)Please note: this excludes of course specific content like child abuse images.
access to particular web servers [16]. In addition to the laws of a country that are to be abided by the citizens and companies (viii), an access provider can also define its own code of conduct or guiding principles for information flow control (ix). An example for such principles is the code of conduct of the German Telecom [21]. It basically states that the internationally operating company abides by the national law of the physical location of its subsidiary. Another example for a code of conduct are the Principles on Freedom of Expression and Privacy [22] issued by the Global Network Initiative (GNI). The GNI consists of large companies of the information and communications technology sector including Google Inc., Microsoft Corporation, and Yahoo! Inc. It aims at providing more transparency in Internet regulations. Since the regulations of Internet communication may be derived from different sources such as laws or codes of conduct, some regulations may conflict with each other (x).

3. Requirements

The main goal of InFO is to define ontology design patterns for describing policies for information flow control on the Internet. These policies cover both a human-readable description of their actual meaning as well as the technical implementation details for enforcing them at a particular communication node. An information flow control policy corresponds to a specific use case and consists of several control rules implementing this use case. Multiple use cases require several policies. This section describes the specific requirements for InFO, which are divided into functional and non-functional requirements [23].

The functional requirements are derived from the example network described in Section 2 and the related work discussed in Section 7. The requirements are linked to corresponding aspects of the example network by using the references (i) to (x).

(1) Support for different types of enforcing communication nodes. InFO must be able to describe flow control policies which can be implemented by different intermediate communication nodes on the Internet such as routers (1a), name servers (1b), and application-level proxy servers (1c). The scenario defines a computer network which includes all three types of enforcing nodes (see (v)).

(2) Operationalization of policies. The actual interpretation of a control policy by a corresponding enforcing node requires a detailed description of the communication flow that shall be regulated. This description must contain all relevant parameters such as the IP addresses of the communicating parties, the URL of the web content, or the domain name of the web server. InFO must be able to describe such parameters. Each of the enforcing nodes of the scenario requires their own parameters in order to work properly (see (vi)).

(3) Modalities of control rules. InFO must be able to describe control rules that either allow (3a) or deny (3b) a communication flow between two communicating parties. The allowance of a communication channel corresponds to the default behavior and is typically not explicitly specified. However, the denial can generally be implemented in different ways such as redirecting to a different communication party or preventing the establishment of the communication channel. InFO must support such different implementations.
(4) Rule conflict resolution. Conflicts between two control rules occur when a particular flow of communication is allowed by one rule and prohibited by another one. The contradicting rules may appear in the same control policy (4a) or in different policies (4b). InFO must provide mechanisms for resolving both types of conflicts. In the scenario, the regulations are derived from different sources which may lead to such conflicts.

(5) Identification of policy parties. InFO must provide information about the parties who are responsible for a particular policy. This includes the party who technically enforces the policy (enforcer) (5a), the party who provides the details for this enforcement (provider) (5b), and the party who legislates the enforcement (legislator) (5c). The scenario includes examples of regulation enforcers (i), i.e. access providers such as the German Telecom. Examples for regulation providers (vii) are the BKA and KACST. Examples for regulation legislators (viii) are the German states and their federation [24].

(6) Identification and classification of regulated content. Regulating access to web content may cause unwanted side-effects such as over-blocking or under-blocking. Over-blocking affects the access to more content than is actually intended. Under-blocking covers only parts of the content to be regulated. In order to reduce such unwanted side-effects, InFO must allow for identifying the content or its hosting server as precisely as possible (6a). Examples for precise identifiers are the IP address(es) of the hosting web server, the domain name of the website, and the URLs of the content itself.

Access regulation is often based on the content’s topic such as online gambling, adult websites, or Nazi propaganda. In order to provide a clear reason for why access to particular web content is regulated, the topic of the content must be identified. InFO must provide means for representing the classification of content (6b). In the scenario, the classification of the provided web content is given by the label of the web server, e.g. the “Weather Server” provides documents about the weather (iii).

(7) User’s access location. Each information flow control policy is ultimately based on a set of laws issued and active in a specific country. Since an end user’s current location also defines the laws she must abide by, InFO must relate a user to her corresponding location. In the scenario, the countries of the end users are the USA, Germany, and Saudi Arabia (iv).

(8) Background information. The regulation represented by a flow control policy is authorized by a legal foundation and/or motivated an organizational code of conduct. In order to enrich a policy with some human-readable explanations, InFO must be able to attach corresponding background information to the policy in form of its legal justification (8b) and/or organizational motivation (8a). As outlined in the scenario, §86 of the German Criminal Code is an example for a legal justification (ii) which prohibits the distribution of neo-Nazi material. The code of conduct of the German Telecom is a statement to actually enforce this law (ix) as well as the local laws of other countries in which the Internet access provider operates.

Besides the functional requirements, the ontology must also fulfill non-functional requirements as stated in [25].

(9) Modularity. InFO must be able to support different types of enforcing nodes. Each type of nodes requires specific enforcement details, which may be irrelevant for other enforcing nodes. For example, a name server requires domain names and does not process
IP addresses, which are used by routers. In order to allow for a flexible use of the actually needed parts of the ontology, InFO must have a modular design.

(10) Extensibility. Although InFO must natively support three different types of enforcing nodes, this support can only cover a limited set of all possible attributes and functions a specific node can have. For example, the build-in support for routers as enforcing nodes does not guarantee a complete support for all functions of all possible routers like Cisco’s 3945 Integrated Services Router\(^b\). An extensible design allows for further enriching InFO with product-specific concepts. Furthermore, such a design can also be used for defining new concepts for future regulation mechanisms.

4. Information Flow Ontology (InFO)

Having introduced the need for information flow control on the Internet and the requirements to an ontology-based solution to this problem, this section presents the pattern-based design of InFO. InFO is a set of several ontology design patterns \([26, 13]\) for describing flow control policies. Adapted from software engineering, an ontology design pattern provides both a description of a specific, recurring modeling problem that appears in a specific modeling context and presents a proven, generic solution to this problem \([15, 14]\). The solution consists of a description of the required concepts, their relationships and responsibilities, and the possible collaboration between these concepts \([15]\). An ontology design pattern is independent of a particular application domain \([14]\) and can be used in a variety of different application contexts. Each pattern of InFO implements a different aspect of the flow control that distinguishes it from the other patterns. The patterns are not a collection of independent ontology design patterns but are instead designed to be used together. Thus, InFO corresponds to what is called a pattern system \([15]\). The pattern system reuses and extends design patterns from the upper ontology DOLCE+DnS Ultralite (DUL) \([27]\) and the Ontopic core ontology\(^c\). It is implemented using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) \([28]\) and axiomatized using Description Logics \([29]\). This section first briefly describes these reused ontologies and gives an overview of the InFO pattern system. Subsequently, each pattern is explained in more detail.

4.1. Modeling methodology and reused ontologies

InFO uses DOLCE+DnS Ultralite (DUL) \([27]\) as foundational ontology since it provides a rich axiomatization based on several design patterns. In addition, the use of DUL has proven to be a good design choice \([25]\). The ontology defines the class Entity and its subclasses Object, Quality, and Abstract. Objects are entities that exist in time and space such as Agents. A Quality describes a feature of an Entity whose feature value is specified by a Region. Abstract refers to entities that do neither have spatial nor temporal features. Regions are Abstracts and represent data value spaces. The

\(^c\)http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/ontopic.owl (accessed: 10/06/2014)
relations between these three classes are covered by DUL’s qualities and quality region pattern [27]. Other design patterns used from DUL are the collection pattern, the sequence pattern, the information realization pattern, and the description and situation (DnS) pattern. The collection pattern defines the property hasMember which can be used for describing the relationship between a collection and its elements. The sequence pattern defines the property follows which allows for ordering entities. The information realization pattern defines the classes InformationObject and InformationRealization as well as the property isRealizedBy. An InformationObject is an abstract piece of information and is realized by a physical object or digital resource, which corresponds to an InformationRealization. The DnS pattern [30] is a central design pattern of DUL and models n-ary relationships between entities such as Agents and other Objects within a specific Situation. The Description of this Situation defines the context and functions of all involved entities. Finally, the Ontopic ontology defines the class Topic and a corresponding pattern. A Topic represents a collection of semantically related InformationObjects. An example for Topic is “neo-Nazi propaganda” which is basically a collection of all neo-Nazi propaganda material.

4.2. Overview of the pattern system

An overview of the InFO pattern system is depicted in Fig. 2. The patterns are subdivided into the Technical Regulation patterns, the Organizational Regulation patterns, and the Legal Regulation patterns. Each category of patterns implements a specific aspect of information flow control. The Technical Regulation patterns cover the description of all technical regulation details which are InFO’s main focus. The Organizational Regulation patterns and the Legal Regulation patterns support the technical policies with human-readable descriptions.

In detail, the Technical Regulation consists of five different patterns which are based on the DnS pattern. Each pattern models a different flow control aspect which defines the context of the involved entities. The DnS pattern is used since it allows entities such as policies to participate in a specific context by fulfilling a specific function. Policies are basically descriptions of regulations and are thus modeled as subclass of Description. Their implementation leads to a Situation where each concept defined by the policy is fulfilled by a corresponding entity. The Flow Control Rule Pattern describes a flow control rule which covers the technical regulation details for a particular communication flow. It describes whether or not this flow of communication is to be allowed or denied and thus implements requirements (3a) and (3b). The regulation details cover an identifier (6a) and a classification (6b) of the content to be regulated as well as the location of the user accessing the content (7). All technical regulation details are provided by an agent who corresponds to the rule provider (5b). The Flow Control Rule Pattern is further extended by the Redirecting Flow Control Rule Pattern and the Replacing Flow Control Rule Pattern, which provide for more complex rules. Several flow control rules sharing the same purpose are combined to a flow control policy, which is provided by the Flow Control Policy Pattern. In order to further describe the rules’ purpose, a flow control policy is linked to an organizational code
of conduct and/or a legal foundation. Therefore, the Flow Control Policy Pattern imports the Organizational Regulation patterns and the Legal Regulation patterns. A flow control policy also covers the enforcing party (5a) and the enforcing system in form of routers (1a), proxy servers (1c), and name servers (1b) which implement the flow control. Possible conflicts between rules of one (4a) or more (4b) policies are resolved by using a meta-policy described with the Flow Control Meta-Policy Pattern.

The Organizational Regulation patterns and the Legal Regulation patterns enrich the Technical Regulation with human-readable descriptions. Instead of defining all details for covering such organizational descriptions and legal descriptions in InFO directly, the patterns define concepts which can be integrated into existing ontologies such as the Legal Knowledge Interchange Format (LKIF) [31, 32] or the Core Legal Ontology (CLO) [33, 34]. This allows for re-using all concepts defined in these ontologies together with the Technical Regulation of InFO. An external ontology is integrated by using a corresponding mapping ontology like LKIFMapping and CLOMapping shown in Fig. 2. The Code of Conduct Pattern fulfills requirement (8a) by defining concepts to describe an organizational code of conduct as well as its legal background. The Flow Regulation Norm Pattern defines the legality of a particular communication flow (8b). The Legislation Pat-
Table 1. Functional requirements and their implementations by the InFO patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1a)</td>
<td>Support for routers as enforcing nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1b)</td>
<td>Support for name servers as enforcing nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1c)</td>
<td>Support for proxy servers as enforcing nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>Operationalization of control policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3a) + (3b)</td>
<td>Modalities of control rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4a) + (4b)</td>
<td>Rule conflict resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5a)</td>
<td>Identification of regulation enforcer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5b)</td>
<td>Identification of regulation provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5c)</td>
<td>Identification of regulation legislator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6a) + (6b)</td>
<td>Identification and classification of regulated content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>Access location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8a)</td>
<td>Organizational background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8b)</td>
<td>Legal background</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tern pattern allows for modeling how the legal norm conceptualized in the Flow Regulation Norm Pattern was actually created. This corresponds to a legislative procedure and allows for specifying the legislator of the norm (5c).

Policies for particular types of enforcing nodes are described using domain ontologies and are specialized from the Technical Regulation patterns. Policies for IP-based regulation are described using the Router Ontology (1a), policies for the Domain Name System use the Name Server Ontology (1b), and policies for proxy servers are based on the Application-level Proxy Ontology (1c). Each domain ontology provides concepts for precisely specifying all parameters required for implementing the flow control (2) in the specific type of enforcing node. For example, the Router Ontology contains concepts for IP addresses, the Name Server Ontology allows for modeling domain names, and the Application-level Proxy Ontology provides concepts for URLs.

The non-functional requirements modularity (9) and extensibility (10) cannot be mapped to a particular pattern, since they affect the InFO pattern system as a whole. Requirement (9) is addressed by InFO’s modular design and its use of DUL as modeling basis. Requirement (10) is supported by allowing for the creation of new domain ontologies besides the already existing ones.

Overall, we can state that InFO covers all functional as well as non-functional requirements stated in Section 3 (for a detailed discussion please refer to the related work in Section 7). In the following, each pattern of InFO is described in more detail. The descriptions cover a figure for each pattern and a textual explanation. We begin with the Technical Regulation rule patterns, followed by the Flow Control Policy Pattern and the Flow Control Meta-Policy Pattern. Afterwards, the Organizational Regulation patterns and the Legal Regulation patterns are described.
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4.3. Flow Control Rule Pattern

The Technical Regulation rule patterns cover three different patterns for expressing flow control rules. These patterns are the Flow Control Rule Pattern, the Redirecting Flow Control Rule Pattern, and the Replacing Flow Control Rule Pattern. All three patterns define several communication aspects such as the communicating end points and/or the transmitted content. This is modeled in a common structure which is depicted in Fig. 3. The structure defines a communication aspect as a Role which is played by an instance of the class Object or one of its subclasses. Example objects are client systems, web servers, or web pages. An object is identified by its features which are described as a quality of the object. According to DUL’s qualities and quality region pattern, the actual values of these features are modeled as Regions. Possible identifiers for client systems and web servers are IP addresses and domain names, possible identifiers for web pages are URLs, and possible identifiers for communication channels are protocol names such as http or ftp. Each communication aspect is further specified by a corresponding <Aspect>Specifier specifier which parametrizes its Region. The placeholder <Aspect> can be a Sender, Receiver, Content, or Channel [35].

A flow control rule regulates if the establishment of a particular Internet communication is to be allowed or denied. The Flow Control Rule Pattern allows to describe such a regulation by associating the regulating rule with four different aspects of an Internet communication. These aspects are defined according to Shannon’s communication model [35] and cover the sender and receiver of the communication as well as the transmitted content and the communication channel. All aspects are modeled using the basic structure depicted in Fig. 3. Such a generic solution allows the Flow Control Rule Pattern to cover almost any arbitrary type of information flow. For reasons of simplicity, Fig. 4 only depicts the aspect’s role as well as the classified object. If a rule does not specify one of the four aspects, it will be evaluated for all possible aspects. For example, if a rule does not explicitly define a sender, it will be evaluated for all senders. Besides the four communication aspects, the Flow Control Rule Pattern also defines the provider of the rule as well as a regulated topic. RuleDataProvider represents the party who creates a flow control rule by providing all information for technically enforcing it. This includes the identifiers of all communication aspects such as IP addresses, domain names, or URLs. Possible RuleDataProviders are the BKA and KACST (see scenario in Section 2). The regulated
Topic describes the content whose transmission is regulated by the rule. Example topics are neo-Nazi propaganda or pornography.

The main class of the pattern is FlowControlRuleMethod which is a subclass of DUL's Method. FlowControlRuleMethod itself does not specify whether the described flow control shall be allowed or prohibited. This is expressed by its subclasses AllowingFlowControlRuleMethod and DenyingFlowControlRuleMethod.

The Flow Control Rule Pattern is extended by the Redirecting Flow Control Rule Pattern and the Replacing Flow Control Rule Pattern. The Redirecting Flow Control Rule Pattern allows for denying a particular communication flow by replacing the original receiver with another one. The intended communication flow is therefore not possible. The pattern may be useful if the sender of the communication shall be redirected to a web page which explains the reason for the regulation. The Redirecting Flow Control Rule Pattern is depicted in Fig. 5 and extends the Flow Control Rule Pattern by a RedirectionTarget modeled according to the basic structure shown in Fig. 3. The Replacing Flow Control Rule Pattern depicted in Fig. 6 denies a particular communication flow by replacing one of its four basic communication aspects with another one. More specifically, the Replacing Flow Control Rule Pattern replaces the intended content with a replacement content. It extends the Flow Control Rule Pattern by defining a ReplacementTarget.
4.4. Flow Control Policy Pattern

A flow control policy is a collection of multiple flow control rules sharing the same purpose. The Flow Control Policy Pattern depicted in Fig. 7 allows for defining such collections and associates them with a legal norm and/or code of conduct (see Section 4.6). It associates a flow control policy with one enforcing party (5a) and one technical enforcing system. The party is represented by an SocialAgent and acts as a ResponsibleOperator. Example operators are natural persons and organizations. The system which technically implements the flow control is modeled as TechnicalSystem in the role of an EnforcingSystem. Example systems are routers, name servers, and application-level proxy servers [10, 11, 12].

In order to solve conflicting rules, two optional conflict solution algorithms are provided. The LocalConflictSolutionAlgorithm defines how conflicts between two contradicting flow control rules of the same policy are resolved. A local conflict occurs when rules of the same policy share the same specifiers of their aspects but differ in the
actual handling of the communication flow. For example, one rule is allowing the specified communication flow while another rule is prohibiting it. Before the algorithm is evaluated, all rules of the policy are ordered according to the rule priority algorithm of the policy’s meta-policy which is further described in the next section. If a flow control policy itself does not specify a conflict solution algorithm, conflicts between rules will be solved by the policy’s meta-policy. The LocalNonApplicabilityAlgorithm covers the handling of such flow control rules which cannot be fully implemented by the enforcing system. An example for such rules is described below in Section 4.5.

4.5. Flow Control Meta-Policy Pattern

A flow control meta-policy provides algorithms for resolving conflicts between two contradicting rules of one or more flow control policies. The Flow Control Meta-Policy Pattern depicted in Fig. 8 provides a conceptualization for such a meta-policy. It defines the class FlowControlMetaPolicy as collection of several flow control policies and four different conflict solution algorithms. These algorithms are the PolicyPriorityAlgorithm, the RulePriorityAlgorithm, the GlobalConflictSolutionAlgorithm, and the GlobalNonApplicabilityAlgorithm. The algorithms are inspired by the policy languages XACML [4], DEN-ng [6], the Ontology-Based Policy Translator (OPoT) [7], Ponder [36], and ODRL [37, 38] as described in the related work in Section 7. However, InFO provides a more fine-grained and flexible approach for solving conflicts than these policy-languages. Each algorithm covers a specific aspect of the conflict solution process which is further described below. The behavior of a particular algorithm is specified via a corresponding subclass of the algorithm type. For example, possible GlobalConflictSolutionAlgorithms are IgnoreAffectedRulesAlgorithm and IgnoreAffectedPoliciesAlgorithm. The former algorithm only discards the conflicting rules but leaves other rules of the same policy unchanged. The latter algorithm discards the whole policies of the conflicting rules. Additional algorithms are described in our website, which is referenced in the conclusion.

Furthermore, a flow control meta-policy defines the enforcing system’s default behavior via a DefaultRule. Each flow control rule covers a specific communication flow. If no rule can be applied to a particular communication, the DefaultRule will be used instead. This rule does not define any specific sender, receiver, content, or channel. Instead, it only covers those parameters necessary for the rule’s implementation, e.g., redirection targets or replacement targets. A default rule will be evaluated for every communication as long as there is no other flow control rule which already covers that communication. Similar to the Flow Control Policy Pattern, the Flow Control Meta-Policy Pattern associates a meta-policy with one enforcing party and one technical enforcing system. Each enforcing system is related to exactly one flow control meta-policy and can implement multiple flow control policies and corresponding rules.

Lupu and Sloman distinguish between two different categories of possible conflicts of rules which are modality conflicts and application specific conflicts [39]. Modality conflicts between two rules occur when the establishment of a particular flow of communication
is allowed by one rule and denied by the other rule. Modality conflicts are resolved by the PolicyPriorityAlgorithm, the RulePriorityAlgorithm, the GlobalConflictSolutionAlgorithm, and the (optional) LocalConflictSolutionAlgorithm. Application specific conflicts correspond to an incompatibility between a flow control rule and its enforcing system. InFO’s open design allows for defining new types of rules by creating a corresponding subclass of FlowControlRuleMethod. However, if the enforcing system does not understand this new rule type, it cannot interpret it. Application-specific conflicts are handled by the GlobalNonApplicabilityAlgorithm and the (optional) LocalNonApplicabilityAlgorithm which are evaluated before applying any other conflict solution algorithm. All algorithms are evaluated according to the following steps: First, the LocalNonApplicabilityAlgorithm is applied on the rules of each flow control policy which defines such an algorithm. Second, the GlobalNonApplicabilityAlgorithm is applied on the rules of all other flow control policies associated with the meta-policy. Third, all flow control policies are ordered according to the meta-policy’s PolicyPriorityAlgorithm. Fourth, the rules of each flow control policy are ordered according to the meta-policy’s RulePriorityAlgorithm. Fifth, the LocalConflictSolutionAlgorithm is applied on conflicting rules that are part of the same policy. If a policy does not define a local conflict solution algorithm, this step is skipped. Finally, the GlobalConflictSolutionAlgorithm is applied on all other conflicting rules. The first two steps resolve all application-specific conflicts. After these steps, every flow control policy only contains such rules which can be completely interpreted by the enforcing system. Modality conflicts which can be resolved by defining different priorities of the conflicting rules are resolved with the third and the fourth step. Rules with a low priority that are in conflict with a rule of higher priority are
ignored by the enforcing system. Any modality conflict which still remains after the third and fourth step is resolved during the last two steps. In order to achieve this, the **Global-ConflictSolutionAlgorithm**s are designed to remove any conflicting rule or their corresponding policy in the final step. A flow control meta-policy must define at least one algorithm for each type. If there is more than one algorithm per type, the property follows from DUL’s sequence pattern defines the order of their application. Evaluating the six steps above ensures that all remaining rules can completely be interpreted by the enforcing system. However, if rules or policies are removed during this process, manual intervention is required to further analyze and resolve the cause of the conflict.

### 4.6. Organizational Regulation and Legal Regulation Patterns

The Organizational Regulation patterns and the Legal Regulation cover human-readable background information on the information flow control. The patterns are designed to integrate other, existing ontologies such as LKIF \[31, 32\] or CLO \[33, 34\]. This flexible design allows for using different external ontologies with variable expressiveness in different scenarios. The Organizational Regulation defines the Code of Conduct Pattern and the Legal Regulation defines the Flow Regulation Norm pattern and the Legislation Pattern. The following subsections first describe these three patterns.

The Code of Conduct Pattern depicted in Fig. 9 allows for describing the organizational code of conduct on which a technical flow control implementation is based. A code of conduct is represented by the class **CodeOfConductDescription** and is created by the organization acting as the **CodeOfConductCreator**. It is based on at least one legal foundation such as a legal norm or a law. The legal foundation may define the boundaries of a code of conduct stating that the code must not violate any legal norm. A code of conduct is expressed by an **InformationObject** that describes the code in a human-readable form.

The Flow Regulation Norm Pattern depicted in Fig. 10 models the legal state of a particular communication flow. The pattern can be considered as legal view on the rather technical Flow Control Rule Pattern described in Section 4.3. The Flow Regulation Norm Pattern models a particular communication flow as set of events including the communicating parties and the transmitted content as well as the content’s topic. Each party is represented by its technical communication system such as a web server or a user client and the specific agent who uses that system. The specific relations between all entities depend on the legal ontology integrated into the Flow Regulation Norm Pattern (see Section 4.7).
The Legislation Pattern depicted in Fig. 11 models the process of altering a legal norm. This process is considered a legislation act which is performed by a legislator who is responsible for the process. The Legislation Pattern has a similar design as the Flow Regulation Norm Pattern. Its main concept LegislationNorm is associated with all concepts relevant for passing or modifying a legal norm.

4.7. Integration of Existing Legal Ontologies into InFO

The Organizational Regulation patterns and the Legal Regulation patterns are designed for using existing legal ontologies together with InFO by integrating them into InFO’s pattern system. The main goal of this integration is the re-use of the legal ontologies without modifying or re-factoring them beforehand. Statements of the integrated existing legal ontologies must be valid in both InFO as well as in the original legal ontology. The integration is done in four steps and based on the alignment method by Scherp et al. [40]. In the first step, the structure and design choices of the ontology are investigated. In the second step, existing groups of concepts and properties are identified. The third step corresponds to the actual integration and is based on creating a mapping ontology. As depicted in Fig. 2, a mapping ontology imports the Organizational Regulation patterns and the Legal Regulation patterns of InFO as well as the legal ontology to be integrated. A mapping ontology does
not define any new classes or properties. Instead, it only defines subclass and subproperty relationships between the concepts and properties of InFO and the legal ontology. However, in contrast to Scherp et al. [40], modifying the original ontology by, e.g., removing concepts or axioms is not intended. Therefore, the internal structure of both InFO and the integrated legal ontology remains intact. The fourth step is the validation of the mappings and can be done using an ontology reasoner.

Fig. 2 shows how the legal ontologies LKIF [31, 32] and CLO [33, 34] are integrated into InFO. They can be used for both describing the organizational background and the legal background of an information flow regulation. The actual integration is done with the mapping ontologies LKIFMapping and CLOMapping. Both mapping ontologies import the Organizational Regulation patterns and the Legal Regulation patterns as well as their respective legal ontology and define additional statements for the integration. The details of the mapping ontologies are beyond the scope of this paper and are available at InFO’s website, which is referenced in the conclusion.

4.8. Summary

The pattern system InFO consists of several ontology design patterns which cover specific aspects for describing the regulation of information flow on the Internet. These aspects are either of technical, organizational, or legal issue. The main focus of InFO is the technical regulation of Internet communication. The Organizational Regulation and the Legal Regulation are designed to be used together with existing legal ontologies. The subsequent section demonstrates the application of InFO using the example computer network from Section 2.

5. Detailed Example of Applying the InFO Pattern System

A subnetwork of the example network described in Section 2 including more technical details of the regulation’s enforcement is depicted in Fig. 12. It is implemented using three different domain ontologies that extend InFO’s Technical Regulation patterns. These ontologies are the Router Ontology, the Name Server Ontology, and the Application-Level Proxy Ontology. They extend generic concepts such as FlowControlRuleMethod, Region, and Quality with concepts specifically designed for the technical environment they are applied to. For example, the Router Ontology defines subclasses of Region for modeling IP addresses, the Name Server Ontology introduces concepts for expressing domain names, and the Application-Level Proxy Ontology covers classes for modeling URLs. These subclasses allow for a precise definition of flow control rules specifically designed for enforcing systems such as routers, name servers, and proxy servers. This section presents example flow control regulations for each domain ontology.

Access to the computer network $cn-$1 shall be prohibited for German users since the network contains several servers hosting neo-Nazi material. The network $cn-$1 represents the computer network hosting the website Stormfront, an online platform providing neo-Nazi material [16, 41]. The Stormfront case is used as basis for the example flow control policies given in this section since it corresponds to a real-world sce-
nario. Furthermore, the web site was the target of several Internet regulations in the past and is still regulated in some way, e.g. the French and the German version of the Google search engine exclude the website from its search results [42]. For a detailed discussion of the access regulation of Stormfront, please refer to [16, 41]. The network address of the Stormfront network cn-1 is 174.121.229.0/24 and its domain is stormfront.org. The postfix /24 of the network address denotes the CIDR notation [43] of the network’s subnet mask. 24 corresponds to the subnet mask 255.255.255.0. The network contains a name server represented by the individual sf-ns-1 and two web servers represented by the individuals ws-1 and ws-2. While sf-ns-1 is a regular name server managing the domain names of the domain stormfront.org, ws-1 corresponds to the web server providing the Stormfront web forum. The web server can be accessed by its IP address 174.121.229.156 or by its domain name www.stormfront.org. The web forum is identified as the website wst-1 with the URL http://stormfront.org/forum/. The website is basically a set of all web pages with a URL like http://*.stormfront.org/forum/* where * is a placeholder for arbitrary strings. In particular, the website contains the two web pages...

<http://www.google.fr> (last accessed: 03/11/14)
<http://www.google.de> (last accessed: 03/11/14)
index.php and sendmessage.php which are identified as wp-1 and wp-2, respectively.

The example regulations described below block access to those parts of the computer network cn-1 that can directly be associated with neo-Nazi material. At the same time, the regulations allow access to other network nodes and content. The name server only provides a mapping between domain names and IP addresses and does not host any web content of neo-Nazi material itself. Similarly, the contact form can also be considered harmless. It provides a communication method similar to emailing, which was not explicitly covered by governmental blocking orders [16]. For illustration purpose, each regulation consists of two FlowControlRuleMethods, one FlowControlPolicy that contains these rules, and one FlowControlMetaPolicy. The first flow control rule is an application-specific subclass of DenyingFlowControlRuleMethod and blocks access to the computer network cn-1. The second flow control rule corresponds to a subclass of AllowingFlowControlRuleMethod and modifies the blocking of the first rule by allowing smaller parts of the network to be accessed again.

Each flow control rule covers the same regulated content, rule data provider, and sender. The topic of the regulated content is t-1 and corresponds to neo-Nazi material. The rule data provider is bka-1 and corresponds to the BKA which is in charge of creating flow control rules and sending them to the access provider. The sender of each rule and thus the requester of the regulated content is modeled as a whole computer network rather than a single computer. It is identified as cn-2 and associated with the network address 195.145.0.0/16. The specific definitions of the computer network cn-2 and its details are modeled in Fig. 13(a). This network is located in Germany and managed by the German Telecom. The code of conduct coc-1 of the German Telecom [21] is applied for all three flow control policies. Similarly, all three policies are authorized by the same FlowRegulationNorm stgb86-1 which corresponds to §86 of the German Criminal Code that prohibits the distribution of neo-Nazi material.

For reasons of brevity, the following depictions of a flow control regulation cover only the main aspects of a regulation. The basic structure for the sender of a flow control rule

![Diagram](image-url)
is defined in Fig. 13(a) and the same for all rules. The definition of the regulated computer network \( cn-1 \) is depicted in Fig. 13(b). This definition is also used in several flow control policies. All three meta-policies define a global conflict solution algorithm and a global non-applicability algorithm as these algorithms are a mandatory part of the conflict resolution process. In contrast, the three flow control policies do neither define a local conflict solution algorithm nor a local non-applicability algorithm. Local conflict solution algorithms are only evaluated if a policy contains two or more contradicting rules. Since the flow control rules used in the following examples do not provoke any conflicts, the algorithm is omitted for simplicity reasons. On the other hand, local non-applicability algorithms are only evaluated if an enforcing system cannot implement a particular flow control rule. The flow control rules used in the examples are basic blocking and allowing rules, respectively. The following subsections provide three examples of flow control rules, flow control policies, and flow control meta-policies to be enforced on a router, a name server, and a proxy server. A detailed workflow of creating and implementing these regulations is provided on InFO’s website, which is referenced in the conclusion.

5.1. Applying the Router Ontology

An example regulation using the Router Ontology is depicted in Fig. 14. It shows two flow control rules, one flow control policy, and one flow control meta-policy. All regulations are enforced by the router \( ro-1 \) which is operated by the German Telecom (not depicted in every figure for reasons of brevity). The first rule \( r-1 \) is depicted in Fig. 14(a) and states that any computer from the network \( cn-2 \) shall be prevented from establishing a connection to the Stormfront network \( cn-1 \). The computer network \( cn-2 \) is located in Germany and managed by the German Telecom \( tcom-1 \). The intention of rule \( r-1 \) is to prevent German users of the network \( cn-2 \) from accessing neo-Nazi material hosted within the Stormfront network \( cn-1 \). However, the network also includes servers which do not provide neo-Nazi material such as the name server \( sf-ns-1 \). Thus, the flow control rule \( r-2 \) depicted in Fig. 14(b) allows to access this name server. The rule \( r-2 \) is also managed by the German Telecom \( tcom-1 \), which is not shown in the figure for reasons of brevity. Furthermore, \( r-2 \) also shares the same rule data provider, regulated topic, and sender network as rule \( r-1 \).

The flow control policy \( p-1 \) depicted in Fig. 14(c) associates the rules \( r-1 \) and \( r-2 \) with their legal authorization and their organizational motivation. The legal authorization is §86 of the German Criminal Code \( stgb86-1 \). The organizational motivation corresponds to the German Telecom’s code of conduct \( coc-1 \). Since the policy does not define any local conflict solution algorithm, all conflicts between conflicting rules are resolved by the policy’s meta-policy \( mp-1 \) depicted in Fig. 14(d). It contains the flow control policy \( p-1 \). Both rules \( r-1 \) and \( r-2 \) cover the same IP address region \( ipr-1 \) which is associated with the name server \( sf-ns-1 \). Thus, both rules can in general be applied to this server. In order to decide which of the two rules are to be used, the enforcing router \( ro-1 \) must apply its meta-policy’s rule priority algorithm \( rpa-1 \). This algorithm requires an explicit ordering of flow control rules with the property follows. As depicted in Fig. 14(c), the rule \( r-2 \)
has a higher priority than \( r-1 \) in order to allow access to the name server \( sf-ns-1 \). Thus, the router \( ro-1 \) applies the rule \( r-2 \) to the name server \( sf-ns-1 \) and the rule \( r-1 \) to all other servers of the computer network \( cn-1 \). This results in the refusal of any communication attempts to any server in the network 174.121.229.0/24 except for the name server with the IP address 174.121.229.147.

5.2. Applying the Name Server Ontology

An example regulation using the Name Server Ontology is depicted in Fig. 15. The regulation is enforced by the name server \( ns-1 \) operated by the German Telecom and consists of two flow control rules, one flow control policy, and one flow control meta-policy. The first rule \( r-4 \) depicted in Fig. 15(a) states that any German client connected to the network \( cn-2 \) shall be prevented from establishing a connection to the network \( cn-1 \). The intention of this rule is the same as the intention of rule \( r-1 \). Again, access to the name server \( sf-ns-1 \) is explicitly allowed by the second flow control rule \( r-5 \) which is depicted in Fig. 15(b).

The flow control policy \( p-2 \) of the rules \( r-4 \) and \( r-5 \) is depicted in Fig. 15(c). Similar to the flow control policy \( p-1 \), \( p-2 \) also does not define any local conflict solution algorithm or a local non-applicability algorithm itself. Therefore, non-applicable rules and conflicts between contradicting rules are handled by the policy’s meta-policy \( mp-2 \) depicted in Fig. 15(d). Since both the rule \( r-4 \) and \( r-5 \) cover the domain name \( dnr-1 \) of the name server \( sf-ns-1 \), they can generally be applied for regulating the access to this server. Again, the enforcing name server \( ns-1 \) must apply its meta-policy’s rule priority algorithms. In this case, the meta-policy defines two different algorithms which are \( rpa-2 \) and \( rpa-3 \). As depicted in Fig. 15(d), \( rpa-2 \) has a higher priority than \( rpa-3 \) and must be applied first. The algorithm \( rpa-2 \) states that longer domain names shall be preferred to shorter ones. In this case, the domain name iserver.stormfront.org of the name server \( sf-ns-1 \) is longer than the domain name stormfront.org of the whole computer network \( cn-1 \). The name server \( ns-1 \) thus applies the rule \( r-4 \) to the name server \( sf-ns-1 \) and the rule \( r-5 \) to all other servers of the same domain. This results in the same effect as the flow control enforced by the router \( ro-1 \). Communication attempts to the name server with the domain iserver.stormfront.org are allowed whereas access to all other servers of the domain stormfront.org are blocked.

5.3. Applying the Application-Level Proxy Ontology

An example regulation applying the Application-Level Proxy Ontology is depicted in Fig. 16 and enforced by the proxy server \( pr-1 \). Again, the regulation consists of two flow control rules, one flow control policy, and one flow control meta-policy. The first rule \( r-7 \) is depicted in Fig. 16(a). It states that a German user of the network \( cn-2 \) shall be prevented from accessing the neo-Nazi web forum \( wst-1 \). Although the forum \( wst-1 \) may contain neo-Nazi material, the contact form \( wp-2 \) available at http://stormfront.org/forum/sendmessage.php does not. Therefore, the \( r-8 \) depicted in Fig. 16(b) allows accessing this particular web page.
The flow control policy p−3 combines the two rules r−7 and r−8 and is depicted in Fig. 16(c). Again, p−3 does neither define a local conflict solution algorithm nor a local
non-applicability algorithm itself and relies on its corresponding flow control meta-policy mp-3 for resolving conflicts between contradicting rules and handling non-applicable rules. The flow control meta-policy mp-3 is depicted in Fig. 15(d) and defines the algorithm rpa-4 which is an instance of the class PreferWebPageToWebSiteAlgorithm. This algorithm states that rules associated with single web pages shall be preferred to rules with whole websites. The web forum ws-1 corresponds to a website while the cos-1: CodeOfConductDescription
6. Prototypical Implementation of the InFO Pattern System

The pattern system InFO and its three domain-specific extensions for routers, proxy servers, and name servers have been implemented on three prototypical systems. Each system consists of two different modules which are a preparation module and a regulation module. The preparation module resolves all possible conflicts of InFO policies and transforms the remaining flow control rules to a simpler data structure which can directly be used on
Internet Protocol Version 4
|--Destination: 195.145.23.155 (195.145.23.155)
|--Protocol: ICMP (1)
|--Options: (28 bytes)
  +--Internet Control Message Protocol
    |--Type: 3 (Destination unreachable)
    |--Source: 195.145.23.155 (195.145.23.155)
    |--Destination: 174.121.229.156 (174.121.229.156)
    |--Protocol: TCP (6)
    +--Transmission Control Protocol
       |--Source port: 32517 (32517)
       +--Destination port: 80 (80)

Listing 1. Example blocking result of a router

the specific enforcing system. The common preparation module is implemented in Java for all three systems and uses the Jena triple store\(^1\). The regulation module performs the actual regulation by operating on the data structure created by the preparation module. Its implementation details depend on the corresponding system. The source code of the implemented systems is publicly available and can be downloaded from InFO’s website, which is referenced in the conclusion.

6.1. Example Router Implementation

The Router Ontology has been implemented as a set of routers, which are configured via a dedicated administration node. This node serves as the preparation module and transforms all flow control rules into a format which can directly be used by the Linux firewall software iptables\(^2\). The administration node sends the iptables rules to all connected routers using a specific protocol. The iptables software runs on all routers and is directly used as regulation module. Thus, an additional implementation for the regulation module is not required. If a user wants to access a prohibited IP address, she receives an Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) [44] message that informs about the blocking. The ICMP is specifically designed for exchanging information messages and error messages between IP-based communication nodes. The ICMP message is encapsulated in an IP message and send back to the original requester. The sender of this message is the router implementing the flow control.

Listing 1 shows an ICMP message after a sender with the IP address 195.145.23.155 wanted to access a web server with the IP address 174.121.229.156. The server is part of the computer network 174.121.229.0/24, which is to be blocked according to the example flow control rule depicted in Fig. 14(a). The message was captured with

---
\(^1\)http://jena.apache.org (last accessed: 03/11/14)
\(^2\)http://www.netfilter.org/projects/iptables/ (last accessed: 03/11/14)
1 < HTTP/1.1 451 Unavailable For Legal Reasons
2 < Content-Length: 362
3 < Content-Type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
4 <
5 <html>
6 <head><title>Unavailable For Legal Reasons</title></head>
7 <body>
8 <h1>Unavailable For Legal Reasons</h1>
9 <p>The web page you are trying to access is not accessible due to legal
10 reasons. For more information about the regulation see
11 <a href="http://icp.it-risk.iwvi.uni-koblenz.de/policies/proxyPolicy01.owl">the
12 regulation details</a>.</p>
13 </body>
14 </html>

Listing 2. Example blocking result of a proxy server

the packet analyzing software Wireshark\(^h\) and slightly modified for illustration. It contains
the header of the original request (lines 9 to 15). As depicted in Fig. 12, the node with
the IP address 195.145.23.155 is located in Germany and 174.121.229.156 cor-
responds to the server hosting the website http://stormfront.org/forum/. The
lines 12 and 15 further describe this server as a web server since such a server typically uses
the port number 80 and the transport layer protocol TCP. The ICMP message shown in
lines 6 to 15 contains the IP header of the original request and denotes that this request was
blocked. Line 7 states that the web server with the IP address 174.121.229.156 was
unreachable due to an administrative filtering as explained in line 8. The router’s IP address
is 195.145.200.111 (line 2). The options of the IP header (line 5) provide an encoded
hyperlink with further background information of the regulation such as http://icp.
it-risk.iwvi.uni-koblenz.de/policies/ipPolicy01.owl including its
organizational and legal background. The detailed process of embedding a URL is de-
scribed on InFO’s website, which is referenced in the conclusion.

6.2. Example Proxy Server Implementation

The Application-level Proxy Ontology has been implemented as a prototypical proxy
server, which is available at 141.26.83.115. The preparation module of this proxy
server stores all flow control rules in a relational database. If the regulation module receives
a user request for a particular URL, it looks up the URL in the database and performs a
corresponding regulation. The regulation module is implemented in Java and uses standard
Java libraries.

An example request for stormfront.org using the Unix tool curl looks like: curl
\(-v\) http:// www.stormfront.org/forum/index.php. This command re-
quests the web page http://stormfront.org/forum/index.php, which is part
of the web forum http://stormfront.org/forum/. The web forum is to be

\(^h\)http://www.wireshark.org/ (last accessed: 03/11/14)
blocked according to the example flow control rule depicted in Fig. 16(a). The response of the proxy server is depicted in Listing 2. The server returns the status code 451 (line 1) which indicates that the access to the web page was denied due to legal reasons [45]. Along with the status code, the proxy server also returns a short web page containing further information of the blocking reason (lines 5 to 14). It contains a hyperlink to the policy that initiated the flow control namely http://icp.it-risk.iwvi.uni-koblenz.de/policies/proxyPolicy01.owl.

6.3. Example Name Server Implementation

The Name Server Ontology has been implemented as a prototypical, modified name server, which is available at 141.26.83.113. The preparation module of this name server requires minimal modifications of the DNS’s record-based data structure. The data structure is downwards compatible with already existing name server implementations such as BIND1. The regulation module operates on this data structure. Its implementation is based on the Java name server EagleDNS2. An example domain name request for the domain stormfront.org using the Unix tool dig looks like:

dig @141.26.83.113 +tcp -p 4053 stormfront.org

As the example flow control rule depicted in Fig. 15(a) states, access to this domain name is to be blocked by the name server. The name server’s response is depicted in Listing 3. The server REFUSED answering the request (line 5). Additional background information about the flow control is returned as several TXT records as shown in lines 10 to 15. The string "A" used in all TXT records states that these records refer to the requested IPv4 address record. "ID" in line 11 indicates that the TXT record contains the URI of the corresponding flow control rule. "0" corresponds to a local identifier of this URI and is used for grouping all TXT records which are associated with the

---

1http://www.isc.org/downloads/bind/ (last accessed: 03/11/14)
2http://www.unlogic.se/projects/eagledns (last accessed: 03/11/14)
same rule. Since the TXT records shown in lines 10 to 15 all share the same local identifier, they are all based on the same flow control rule shown in line 11. If there is more than one rule which covers the same domain name, this number is used for distinguishing between them. Similarly, the string "PI" in line 10 denotes that the TXT record contains the URI of the corresponding flow control policy. The name server’s response also contains further information about the flow control rule including its organizational background (line 12), its legal background (line 13), its rule provider (line 14), and its regulated topic (line 15). While the topic is directly embedded into the domain name response, further information about the other regulation details can be obtained by dereferencing the URI provided in the corresponding TXT records.

7. Related Work

Policy-based regulations of information processing can generally be distinguished between access control, flow control, and usage control. Classical access control focuses on regulating access to information at the content provider’s site (i.e., the server) whereas usage control covers the regulation of information at the consumer’s site (i.e., the client) [46, 47]. In contrast, flow control allows for regulating the flow of information between the provider and the consumer. This section extensively discusses policy languages for access control, usage control, flow control, and general purpose languages and compares them with InFO. Legal ontologies are not covered in this section since they can be integrated into InFO. The reader may refer to [48] for an overview of legal ontologies.

7.1. Access Control Models

The Access Management Ontology (AMO) [49] is an RDFS [50] ontology for describing access control rules for collaborative web-based document systems such as Wikis or Content Management Systems. In order to ease the creation of access rules and their integration in such systems, AMO’s design is very simple and only allows for modeling permitted actions. Other types of rules such as prohibitions are not supported. Actions, which are not explicitly allowed by AMO, are considered forbidden. Common Policy [51] is an XML-based language for describing access rules for personal data. Similar to AMO, the language model of Common Policy is rather lightweight and only allows for defining permitted actions. Furthermore, Common Policy is designed to be used only in combination with additional application-level protocols such as FTP or HTTP. These protocols must cover the authentication of the requesting user and the transmission of the requested data. WebAccessControl is another lightweight RDFS ontology for describing access control rules for web resources. It is designed for decentralized systems in which the web resources and the users can be managed by different parties. All users are identified by their WebID which serves as a globally unique identifier. User authentication is done using the WebID authentication protocol. Similar to AMO and CommonPolicy, WebAccessControl has a simple

\[http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebAccessControl, accessed: 10/06/14\]

\[http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebID, accessed: 10/06/14\]
design which only supports permitted actions. The Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language (EPAL) \cite{5} and the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) \cite{4} are XML-based access control languages which allow for creating much more expressive policies than AMO, Common Policy, or WebAccessControl. Both languages are designed to be used within closed network environments such as intranets of large corporations. While EPAL merely focuses on regulating access to personal data, XACML does not have a predefined use case and can be used for regulating the access to arbitrary data. Specific use cases are implemented by creating corresponding XACML profiles. A profile for regulating access to personal data is given in \cite{52}. According to \cite{53}, XACML is much more expressive than EPAL and can replace it in many applications.

In summary, classical access control regulates access to data within a closed environment \cite{46, 47}. XACML and EPAL can be considered as classical access control systems since they require a centrally controlled enforcing infrastructure. On the other hand, AMO, Common Policy, and WebAccessControl focus on regulating access to pieces of information in a rather open environment such as the web. In all access control systems, content providers regulate the access to their content. However, such regulations cannot be used for regulating the communication flow between an arbitrary server and arbitrary client on the Internet.

7.2. Usage Control Models

Rights Expression Languages (REL) allow for defining usage control policies for digital objects. RELs often define only an abstract policy model which is accompanied by an additional Rights Data Dictionary (RDD). The REL covers the basic syntax for creating policies while the RDD is used as a vocabulary to create specific policies. ccREL \cite{54} is a lightweight RDFS ontology primarily designed for describing Creative Commons licenses. Such licenses describe actions that may, must, or must not be applied on the digital good. In order to be easy to use, there are six pre-defined licenses which can be applied to arbitrary goods. Although ccREL can generally be extended with additional terms, using such terms may lead to licenses which do not correspond to Creative Commons licenses. The Linked Data Rights ontology (LDR) \cite{55, 56} is a lightweight OWL ontology which supports usage control licenses for linked data resources. Although it defines a few terms itself, it is mainly designed to be extended with additional terms for particular use cases. The Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) \cite{57} is a general language model for describing different types of metadata for digital resources. METS itself only defines a basic XML language structure which must be extended with additional vocabularies in order to annotate the digital resource. METSRights\footnote{http://creativecommons.org/, accessed: 10/06/14} is an example vocabulary which provides a very basic REL. It only allows for defining which parties are allowed to perform which actions on a digital resource. It does not provide any means for defining prohibitions. More complex usage control languages are MPEG-21 REL \cite{58} and the Open
Digital Rights Language (ODRL) [37, 38]. MPEG-21 REL is part of MPEG-21 which is a language framework similar to METS for annotating different types of metadata to digital resources. Both MPEG-21 REL and ODRL can be used for the same applications and allow for creating almost arbitrary usage control policies. The two languages are XML-based and define their own REL and RDD. However, the default RDD is not mandatory when creating specific policies. Instead, the creation of user-defined RDDs are also possible. In ODRL, user-defined RDDs are called profiles. An example profile is RightsML [59] which is designed for managing usage rights in the news industry.

RELs allow for describing which users are permitted to perform which actions on which digital resources. Contrary to flow control languages, these descriptions are rather abstract and must be further interpreted in order to enforce them. The more abstract a particular policy is, the more interpretations and implementations of the same policy are possible. For example, ODRL’s RDD defines the action *anonymize* as the “act of anonymising the asset” [38]. This action cannot be directly enforced by a system since it usually does not have a precise understanding of what and how much data shall actually be removed from the original asset. Since RELs usually do not provide a precise description of their policies, different interpretations of the same policy may all be considered valid.

### 7.3. Flow Control Models

The XML-based firewall metamodel proposed by Cuppens et al. [8], the UML-based DEEnG [6], and the OWL-based Ontology-Based Policy Translator (OPoT) [7] are models for describing flow control. They aim at easing the management of a closed network environment supervised by a single organization or institution by mapping high-level organizational security policies to different network systems such as routers. While both the firewall metamodel and DEEnG merely focus on low-level routers and do not directly support communication end points such as web servers, OPoT also covers different nodes of a communication path including the end systems. The firewall model of Cuppens et al. only supports permitting rules. It does not provide any means for defining explicit prohibited communication flows. Any communication that is not explicitly allowed is considered forbidden. OPoT uses a set of twelve predefined basic policies which each cover a specific use case. A basic policy can be considered a template for implementing a specific organizational security policy. In order to actually enforce such an organizational policy, a corresponding basic policy has to be chosen and mapped to the current network environment. This mapping corresponds to filling in the basic policy with specific IP addresses and other implementation details.

In summary, flow control languages focus on regulating the flow of communication within a closed network environment which is centrally administrated by a single entity. The existing languages are designed to allow a direct enforcement of their policies by network nodes without requiring any further interpretation. This is achieved by describing the actions which must be performed by the nodes including all necessary parameters such as IP addresses, port numbers, and communication protocols.
7.4. General Purpose Models

General purpose languages do not focus on one particular type of information regulation but rather follow a more general approach in order to cover several scenarios such as access control or flow control. KAoS [60], Rei [61], and Ponder [36] are examples for such languages. Since these languages allow for different types of control policies, they cannot be clearly categorized as access control, usage control, or flow control.

KAoS is based on OWL and allows for creating policies which describe what systems a user can access within a closed management environment such as an organization. An example for such a policy is granting a user access to a specific server. However, KAoS only allows for regulating access to the server or its provided services and cannot further distinguish between the data hosted by them. More specifically, KAoS does not provide any means for directly regulating the content hosted by a server. A KAoS policy can generally be enforced by any application-level communication system including content providers, content consumers, and application-level proxy servers. Contrary to KAoS, both Rei and Ponder allow for defining document-centric policies. This allows for creating more precise access control policies. Rei is based on OWL and merely considers reasoning about policies and is not designed for enforcing them [62]. Ponder uses its own low-level object-oriented language syntax which is not compatible with W3C standards such as XML or RDF. The language is able to define policies which can be enforced on the content providers’ server, the end users’ clients, as well as on intermediary communication nodes. However, due to its low-level descriptive language, Ponder is not able to cover different levels of abstraction on the same regulation [62] such as organizational or legal background information.

The applicability of a general purpose language as well as the implementation and enforcement of its policies heavily depends on the language’s design. While KAoS and Rei focus on a more abstract view of a policy, Ponder merely covers its technical implementation details.

7.5. Detailed Comparison and Discussion

Table 2 assesses the related work according to the functional and non-functional requirements introduced in Section 3 and compares it with InFO. Most of the reviewed policy languages focus on a particular application and thus do not fulfill all requirements stated in Section 3. In the following, the related work is discussed along the functional requirements (1) to (8) as well as the non-functional requirements (9) and (10).

Access control as introduced in Section 7.1 is only possible at the application layer since it requires the user-based management of the content being accessed. Thus, access control languages such as AMO, Common Policy, WebAccessControl, EPAL, and XACML exclude routers as possible enforcing systems since they operate on lower layers of the OSI model such as the network layer and possibly the transport layer as well. EPAL and XACML are designed to be used separately from the server providing the content while AMO, Common Policy, and WebAccessControl require a more closely integration with the server. This allows EPAL and XACML policies to be enforced by proxy servers (1c), while policies created with AMO, Common Policy, or WebAccessControl can only be enforced
Table 2. Comparison of the capabilities of different policy languages with the requirements introduced in Section 3. Rows correspond to policy languages and columns to requirements. Requirements (1) to (8) are functional, while (9) and (10) are non-functional. The letter y corresponds to a complete fulfillment of the requirement, 1 corresponds to a partial fulfillment, and n corresponds to no fulfillment of the requirement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access Control</th>
<th>Support for routers as enforcing nodes</th>
<th>Support for name servers as enforcing nodes</th>
<th>Support for proxy servers as enforcing nodes</th>
<th>Operationalization of policies</th>
<th>Rules with allowing modality</th>
<th>Rules with denying modality</th>
<th>Rule conflict solution for the same policy</th>
<th>Rule conflict solution for different policies</th>
<th>Regulation enforcer, provider, legislator</th>
<th>Content identification</th>
<th>Content classification</th>
<th>Access location</th>
<th>Organizational background</th>
<th>Legal background</th>
<th>Modularity</th>
<th>Extensibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMO</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommonPolicy</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPAL</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebAccessControl</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XACML</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Control</td>
<td>Support for routers as enforcing nodes</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuppens et al.</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEN-ng</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPoT</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage Control</td>
<td>ccREL</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDR</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODRL</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METSRights</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-21 REL</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General purpose</td>
<td>KAoS</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rei</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponder</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InFO</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by the content providing server. Although the flow control languages DEN-ng, OPoT, and the firewall metamodel focus on managing low-level enforcing communication nodes such as routers (1a), they are not designed to define policies enforced by proxy servers or name servers. Usage control policies also require an enforcement at the application layer and
are generally enforced at the user’s site. ccREL, LDR, ODRL and MPEG-21 REL thus do not fulfill requirements (1a)–(1c). However, METS is designed to be used within closed library environments making METSRights suitable to be enforced at the library’s proxy server (1c). KAoS and Rei focus on rather abstract behavioral policies which are also designed to be enforced by application-layer systems. This makes it possible to enforce their policies by proxy servers. On the other hand, Ponder allows for defining policies which can be enforced by almost arbitrary communication nodes including end user systems, content-providing servers, or intermediary communication nodes such as routers. However, neither Ponder nor any other of the considered policy languages support name servers as enforcing nodes (1b). Name servers are not part of the communication path between a content provider and a content consumer. Instead, they only provide a means for establishing this communication path, which is not covered by any of the languages depicted in Table 1. InFO, on the other hand, allows for using different enforcing systems including routers, name servers, and proxy servers. Each enforcing system is supported by a specific domain ontology such as the Router Ontology, the Name Server Ontology, and the Application-Level Proxy Ontology.

Many of the examined policy languages define rather abstract rules whose enforcement cannot be directly mapped onto the enforcing systems’ capabilities. Instead, the enforcement requires additional parameters and a further interpretation of how to interpret the policy’s actual meaning. These parameters are sometimes not directly included in the policy (2) and must therefore be added through a different process. Although policies created with AMO or Common Policy contain a reference to those users who are allowed to access a specific piece of information, they do not define how the users shall be authenticated. EPAL and XACML do provide such a description but do not explicitly define the rest of the enforcement procedure. WebAccessControl requires user identification via the WebID authentication process. Usage control only describes on an abstract level what a user may do with a digital resource. However, usage control languages do not define how the permitted or prohibited actions shall actually be regulated. For example, it is unclear how a permission to print a text document is to be enforced. The evaluated usage control policies thus do not fulfill requirement (2). Since the considered general purpose languages Rei and KAoS also define rather abstract policies and not their specific enforcement, they also do not fulfill requirement (2). However, Ponder’s low-level language can directly be used for enforcing mechanisms. On the other hand, flow control languages are specifically designed for a direct enforcement of policies. Each created policy already contains enough information to be enforced without requiring any additional interpretation or parameters. Similarly, InFO is also designed for enforcing particular policies. Support for a precise description of all enforcement parameters are provided by the domain extensions of InFO such as the Router Ontology, the Name Server Ontology, and the Application-Level Proxy Ontology.

All policy languages shown in Table 1 support allowing rules and thus fulfill requirement (3a). In order to ease the creation of specific policies, some languages such as AMO, Common Policy, WebAccessControl, and the firewall metamodel prohibit denying rules (3b) and focus on allowing rules only. In doing so, these languages completely avoid potential conflicts between two or more contradicting rules. They thus do not provide any
means for resolving such conflicts (requirements (4a) and (4b)). InFO allows for creating both allowing and denying rules as well as specific types of denying rules. The different types of rules are provided by the Flow Control Rule Pattern as well as the Redirecting Flow Control Rule Pattern and the Replacing Flow Control Rule Pattern described in Section 4.3. The usage control policy languages ccREL and LDR assume that there is only one policy for each regulated good which is created by its owner. Thus, the languages do not provide any means for resolving conflicts between contradicting rules. EPAL and Rei only provide the ordering of rules as a mechanism for resolving conflicts between rules of the same policy (4a). Since both languages support only one active policy, they do not provide any means for resolving conflicts between rules of different policies (4b). DEN-ng also uses the ordering of rules for resolving conflicts between them. Additionally, policies can also be ordered to resolve conflicts between rules of different policies. OPoT is only able to detect conflicting rules of one or more policies and shows them to the policy creator. The actual conflict solution must be performed manually by the policy creator. ODRL assumes that a single policy does not contain any conflicting rules. Since each policy is created by a single party, the party must pay attention to the created policies. However, ODRL allows for resolving conflicts between rules of different policies. This is done by either preferring allowing or denying rules. XACML and Ponder allow for defining specific conflict resolution algorithms which provide a much greater flexibility than a simple ordering of rules. These algorithms can be used for resolving conflicts between rules of one or more policies. KaoS also provides algorithms for resolving conflicts. Since KaoS only supports one active policy, these algorithms can only be used for contradicting rules of one policy. The conflict resolution mechanisms of InFO are inspired by XACML. Similar to XACML and Ponder, InFO allows for resolving conflicts between contradicting rules of one or multiple policies based on predefined or user-defined algorithms. The Flow Control Meta-Policy Pattern described in Section 4.5 is especially designed for expressing such algorithms and thus for resolving conflicts as well. The pattern also splits the whole conflict solution process of XACML and Ponder into four different steps and assigns a particular algorithm to each step. This allows for a greater flexibility when some algorithms can be reused for different enforcing systems while others must be replaced with more specific algorithms.

Most of the languages do not distinguish between a policy’s creator (i.e. the provider) and its enforcer. Languages like EPAL, XACML, ODRL, METSRights, MPEG-21 REL, KaoS, and Rei, which allow naming a policy’s provider within the policy itself (5b), do not allow for naming a separate enforcer (5a). However, InFO explicitly requires such a distinction as outlined in the scenario of Section 2. Support for a regulation’s provider is given as the rule data provider defined in the Flow Control Rule Pattern and a means for defining the regulation’s enforcer is given in the Flow Control Policy Pattern described in Section 4.4. Most of the reviewed policy languages are not able to link a policy to its legal background (8b). Consequently, they do not allow for specifying the legislator of the policy’s legal background (5c). Both ccREL and LDR allow policies to be linked to their jurisdiction. This jurisdiction defines the circumstances under which a policy is valid and may even add additional permissions or prohibitions. However, the jurisdiction only refers to a country’s legislation and not to particular laws. Identifying the creators of
this legislation is neither supported by ccREL nor by LDR. InFO supports both relating a flow control to its legal background and the definition of a legislator as well. The legal background is described by the Flow Regulation Norm Pattern introduced in Section 4.6 and the legislator is part of the Legislation Pattern. By linking technical policies to their legal background, InFO allows for a better comparison between different policies of various enforcing systems.

The identification and classification of content (6) is only supported by those policy languages which are able to directly regulate the processing of particular information documents rather than whole systems or services only. Such languages include access control and usage control languages as well as most general purpose languages. Both AMO and WebAccessControl require the explicit identification of the document to be protected by using an URI (6a). Content classification is neither supported by AMO nor by WebAccessControl. On the other hand, both Common Policy and EPAL only support classes of documents but do not allow for a more precise identification of the content (6b). Data classification with Common Policy can be achieved by using the sphere constraint whereas EPAL provides data categories. XACML allows for regulating access based on either the contents’ ID or its topic. Usage control languages are designed to control the consumption of digital resources. Thus, they all support a precise identification of the content to be controlled. METSRights also supports a simple classification of the content according to its licensing status such as copyrighted or licensed. However, an actual content description is not supported. Flow control languages only focus on regulating communication between complete systems and thus do not fulfill requirements (6a) and (6b). Although InFO also focus on regulating flow control, it also considers the topic of the regulated content. The Flow Control Rule Pattern associates each particular flow regulation with such a topic.

The location of the user who wants to access a controlled resource can be implemented in different ways. EPAL, XACML, ODRL, KAoS, Rei, and Ponder support constraints regarding the applicability of their rules. These constraints also cover location constraints which directly implement requirement (7). All evaluated flow control languages are able to regulate network communication using IP addresses. Since these addresses can be mapped to a geographical location, the flow control languages also fulfill requirement (7). InFO also uses IP addresses to refer to a requesting user’s country and thus supports requirement (7).

Organizational background information corresponds to the enforcer’s motivation to implement a specific policy. Although some of the considered policy languages provide a purpose constraint, this property does not correspond to an actual explanation of a policy’s meaning and function. Instead, it only restricts the applicability of allowing and denying rules to a specific use case. The firewall metamodel and OPoT are designed for mapping high-level organizational security policies to their technical representation. Such a design also allows for linking policies created with one of these languages to their corresponding security policy. In doing so, the policies are enriched with a human-readable description and thus implement requirement (8a). KAoS follows a different approach by directly embedding a human-readable description into a created policy using the property hasDescription. InFO allows for expressing a regulation enforcer’s code of conduct with the Code of Conduct Pattern described in Section 4.6.
Regarding the non-functional requirements, it can be stated that none of the considered access control languages has a modular design and thus do not fulfill requirement (9). Instead, their specification consists of a single document which cannot be further partitioned into different sections. However, the main entities defined by the languages can still be extended with additional terms such as new actions or new roles (10). The examined flow control languages solely focus on network management and already provide a sufficient vocabulary for expressing corresponding policies. Due to their restricted use case and their straightforward design, they do not provide a modular structure or a broad extensibility. However, based on its open design on UML, DEN-ng is still able to be extended with additional language elements. Based on their lightweight design, neither ccREL nor LDR have a modular structure. Although they can both be extended with additional terms, using such terms in a ccREL policy may result in a policy which no longer corresponds to a Creative Commons license. ODRL and MPEG-21 REL define an REL and a separate RDD. Since the default RDD is not mandatory and can be replaced with a user-defined one, the separation between the REL and the RDD can be considered as limited modularity. However, the REL of both languages itself is not modular. The extendability of both ODRL and MPEG-21 REL is limited to defining new vocabulary terms for their corresponding RDD such as new actions or constraints. Defining new entities to their REL’s model is not possible. METSRights does not define separate specifications for an REL and an RDD and thus cannot be considered modular. However, it is still possible to add new terms to the language’s vocabulary. KAoS and Rei are based on OWL. The concepts of these languages are separated into different ontologies which each cover a specific aspect of them. For example, both languages define an ontology for describing actions and a separate ontology for policies. Since the languages are based on OWL, they also fulfill requirement (10) by supporting user-defined extensions. Although Ponder also supports the definition of new language entities such as new rule types, its proprietary representation format does not allow for a modular design (9). InFO’s modular design consists of several ontology design patterns (9). Many of these patterns can be extended with new concepts such as introducing new rule types as a subclass of FlowControlRuleMethod. Furthermore, InFO is specifically designed to be extended with domain-specific ontologies that cover concepts relevant for particular use cases.

7.6. Summary

None of the considered policy languages can be used for solving the problem of flexible information flow control on the Internet. However, InFO reuses some of their concepts such as meta-policies and different conflict resolution algorithms. InFO’s extendability is inspired by Ponder which allows for modeling arbitrary types of communication flow. XACML’s flexible conflict solution algorithms are also adopted by InFO. Since InFO is a pattern system which covers a core ontology, ontological languages such as AMO, WebAccessControl, KAoS, and Rei may be aligned as domain specific extensions.
8. Limitations and Future Extensions

This section first discusses some limitations of InFO w.r.t. interpreting laws and legal documents and mapping them to technical regulation details. Subsequently, InFO is compared to Software Defined Networking (SDN) and similarities as well as differences between both concepts are discussed.

InFO provides a solution for a technical regulation of Internet communication without requiring any manual interaction. The regulation’s organizational background and legal background are primarily used as its human-readable explanation. This background information is expressed using external ontologies which are integrated with InFO. However, even existing legal ontologies may not be able to completely replace every human intervention. As Brown and Greenberg [63] have demonstrated, not all legal cases are formally decidable and require manual interaction instead. Thus, InFO considers the mapping from an organizational background and/or a legal background to a technical regulation to be a manual process. In addition, some legal regulations define exceptions concerning the human user. For example, the German Criminal Code contains several norms related to computer crimes including §202c [64]. §202c prohibits the creation and distribution of software tools which can be used for conducting such crimes. However, §202c does not apply for security experts who use the software tools for assessing the security of a computer system [65]. The treatment of such exceptions generally requires human intervention such as it is done by courts [65]. A completely automatic assessment of a particular situation is not always possible. Even a security expert may violate §202c if she uses software tools to deliberately sabotage a computer system without having a proper authorization. Although InFO can easily be extended with additional roles representing the intervening parties, the actual interpretation of the exceptions would still require a manual intervention.

InFO’s focus is the regulation of information flow in open networks such as the Internet. However, it can also be used for regulating information flow within closed networks or intranets which are centrally administered by a single organization. Software Defined Networking (SDN) [66] defines a generic architecture for flexible and dynamic management of such networks. SDN generally distinguishes between the logical view of the network and its physical implementation. The former is provided by a central control node, called the control plane. It manages and configures the forwarding tables of all other network nodes such as routers and switches. These network nodes correspond to the physical part of the network and are called the forwarding plane. They carry out the actual packet forwarding using their forwarding tables. In SDN, the control plane configures the network nodes of the forwarding plane via a specific protocol. This protocol and the distinction between the control plane and the forwarding plane are the main components of the SDN architecture. Since SDN defines a generic architecture, a particular implementation of all three components is not provided. Instead, different protocols and even different routers and switches can be used. The only requirement is that all three components of the architecture are compatible with each other. Although SDN defines a generic architecture for managing networks, it primarily focuses on packet forwarding. Thus, the only types of communication nodes configured within SDN are routers and switches. Other network
nodes such as name servers and switches are not supported. In contrast, InFO provides a rich vocabulary for defining rules for regulating Internet communication. The regulations cannot only be implemented on routers and switches like with SDN, but also on name servers and proxy servers. Furthermore, InFO also attaches an organizational and/or legal foundation of a technical regulation. Thus, in summary InFO differs from SDN w. r. t. the following aspects: (1) InFO defines a language for specifying rules for regulating communication. It does not define any restrictions how to implement these rules on a particular network node. In addition, InFO also does not define any protocols for exchanging the rules between the nodes enforcing the regulation of the communication in a network. On the other hand, SDN defines a concrete architecture including a configuration protocol for all involved network nodes. (2) SDN requires a central control node for managing all regulations. Such a central node is not required with InFO. In fact, issuing of regulating rules is transparent to InFO. (3) InFO enriches technical specifications of regulation rules with human-readable descriptions. While the regulation specifications can directly be implemented by technical enforcing nodes, the human-readable description provides a reference to some organizational and/or legal background. In contrast, SDN is primarily concerned with technical implementation details. Regulations described with InFO can be implemented on routers, switches, name servers, and proxy servers. Furthermore, it is even possible to develop InFO-compatible search engines. On the other hand, SDN only supports routers and switches. Although InFO and SDN significantly differ in their general approach and their basic features, they can also be used together. More specifically, InFO can be used as part of the SDN protocol for exchanging regulation information between the control plane and the forwarding plane. However, this would still require designing and implementing a complete protocol stack for both the control plane and the forwarding plane. A first approach towards this integration has been conducted by implementing policy-based regulation rules on routers which is described in Section 6.1.

9. Conclusion

This paper has presented the pattern system InFO (short for: Information Flow Ontology) as a flexible approach for information flow control on the Internet. InFO can be applied at different intermediate communication nodes such as routers, proxy servers, or name servers by providing a meta-language for existing as well as possible future regulation types. This is achieved by ontology-based policy descriptions abstracting from the existing solutions for information flow control on the Internet. InFO is based on the formal, pattern-based upper ontology DOLCE+DnS Ultralite (DUL). Each pattern solves a different aspect of information flow control. In addition, the patterns are designed to be applied together and to be extended with respect to further domain-specific requirements. Various examples of applying InFO and a prototypical implementation show the practical applicability of the approach. The detailed axiomatization of the patterns of InFO can be obtained from the ontology files provided in OWL. The ontology files of the individual patterns, the domain-specific extensions of InFO for name servers, routers, and application-level proxy servers,
the presented example policies as well as additional examples are all available at:
http://icp.it-risk.iwvi.uni-koblenz.de.

In the future, one may define additional pattern systems for access control and usage control. These may be developed in combination with the already existing patterns of the InFO pattern system on information flow control on the Internet.
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